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I. Project Background
The Sylvan Dell Nature Preserve and Farm in South Williamsport, PA. Sylvan Dell is a 229 acre
plot of farmland that contains a wetland on the south section of the property. It lies just south of
the West Branch of the Susquehanna River. The first humans we know of to settle on this land
were the Susquehannock and later the Haudenosaunee (Iroquois) Native Americans. In the late
18th century, white settlers took the land away from the Haudenosaunee and the Porter and
Allen families became owners of this farmland. The famous ornithologist Robert Porter Allen
lived on the Sylvan Dell property where he was influenced by the broad range of bird species
that would visit the wetland. Porter Allen would go on to save the Whooping Crane and Roseate
Bill from extinction during his conservation work in New Jersey (Dunn. 2020).
This semester our group worked with community partners Jim Dunn and Brian Auman, who
provided support and guidance on each of our projects. Our partners have been familiar with the
Sylvan Dell site and its potential as a nature park for many years. Jim Dunn is an Armstrong
Township Supervisor as well as a member of the Lycoming County Planning Commission. Brian
Auman is a Landscape Architect with experience in community design and environmental
solutions. Their hard work led to Lycoming County’s purchase of this land from the farmers in
March 2020, with the intention of transforming the area from conventional farm to a nature park.
Jim and Brian are working to devise a comprehensive strategy of conservation, recreation, and
education for the site.
II. Project Goals
The Sylvan Dell project is one that has been in the works for over ten years and that will
continue to go on long after we are finished with this class and project. As a result, the Sylvan
Dell project itself has some broader goals that direct the decisions that we have made in our
research. Generally, the goals for the ultimate nature preserve include the restoration and
expansion of the wetlands and floodplains, the transformation of traditional farming land into
regenerative farming, increasing the population of beavers as a keystone species, the
establishment of oak-savannah meadows, and the creation of habitats for local waterfowl. The
Sylvan Dell site will also serve a practical function in stormwater management. In addition to
these ecological goals, the project leaders want to create walking and biking trails throughout
the site in order to connect the preserve, the Susquehanna River, Bald Eagle Ridge, and the
city of Williamsport in order to facilitate greater community engagement with the land. The final
major overarching goal of the project will be the implementation of programs that further engage
community members, increase environmental education, and address local social inequalities.
Our group was also given a set of three smaller and more specific goals to work off of in our
own project. The first major goal was to complete wetland landscape mapping of the site to
accurately mark the different types of land use in greater detail. The second major goal was the
organizing of a Bioblitz event as well as soil sampling for the site in order to catalogue the
organisms on the site and understand the soil type, quality, and hydrology. The third goal was
organizational sustainability, which entailed planning programming for the future nature
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preserve as well as planning and networking for the renovation of the farm house on the
property using recycled materials from the farm. Each of these goals as well as the major goals
of the entire Sylvan Dell nature preserve have guided the initial development of our own project
goals.
However, after several weeks of working on this project, a couple major changes, including the
outbreak of Covid-19 and taking a group site visit to Sylvan Dell during which we walked the
property on February 22nd, influenced the direction of our goals. At the end of the project, we
still had three major goals that were similar to the ones we began with: Landscape Mapping
using Geographic Information Systems (GIS), SylvanBlitz: A Collaborative Educational
Opportunity for Ecological Data Collection, and Educational Programming & Native American
History Relevance. Each of these individual goals is described in detail below.
i. Landscape Mapping using Geographic Information Systems (GIS)
This goal of the project is to use GIS (Geographic Information Systems) to update the
landscape features and wetland areas that the community partners have for the site. In 2017,
the Department of Environmental Protection compiled a report outlining the extent of the
wetland that wraps around the south end of the Sylvan Dell property. Our community partners
requested that we digitized the site again to analyze whether there have been changes in the
wetland area. Our partners expressed concerns that over the last few years the farmer was
encroaching on the wetland areas to maximize his available farmland. It is essential to find the
baseline area of wetlands, because now that the property is under control of Lycoming county
they can move forward with their plans for seeding tall grasses that will expand the wetland
back to its prior area. It is important to have the most accurate analysis of the current wetland
area, so that they can calculate how much area should be expanded in the future.
The landscape analysis goals remained the same even after this component had to be
reevaluated when Bucknell switched to remote learning given the way the world has been
flipped upside down by Covid-19. The plan as of March 6th, the Friday before spring break, was
to get materials from Janine Glathar, Digital Pedagogy & Scholarship Specialist, GIS & Spatial
Thinking, for an on-site walk of the wetland perimeter. Brian Quinn, Duane Griffin, and Brian
Auman would all go to the wetland and walk around the borders of the wetland site carrying
GPS equipment. This information recorded with equipment supplied by Janine Glather would
then be transferred into ArcMap and the wetland map would be created given the provided data.
This became impossible after the switch to remote learning, because we couldn’t meet together
anymore to take the trip to the site. After the remote learning transition we transferred our focus
to digitizing the wetland area based on satellite images. We took images from a wetter period
and a drier period and mapped the wetland area given these images.
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ii. Sylvan Blitz: A Collaborative Educational Opportunity for Ecological Data Collection
The goal for ecological data collection was organizing and conducting a BioBlitz event. Our
community partners thought it would serve as a great collaborative educational opportunity for
undergraduate and graduate students to get on the site and identify species together in a single
day or week event. The vision was, and still is, to create an educational program joining up
multiple universities, creating a one-of-a-kind collaboration. The site will then act as a common
ground for educational networking and recording data, and a replicable event. Our first and only
visit was not as long as we had hoped for, because we were asked to leave the site by the
previous owner. Spending more time on the site would have helped with programming the Blitz
event, allowing the group more time to map out the event on the site. In late February, the group
focused on connecting with professors to organize a BioBlitz event that would take place in the
Fall of 2020. Upon leaving the area after the shift to remote work, the group instead started
researching case studies of BioBlitz held across the United States to form an idea on how to
organize an annual collaborative educational opportunity that would serve the goals of this
project and the Sylvan Dell Site.
iii. Educational Programming & Native American History Relevance
The goals for this portion of the project were built from a combination of sources: the general
site goals, ongoing discussions with community partners, and some unforeseen changes and
new information that arose as the project continued over the semester. Initially, there were two
major goals that we were hoping to achieve. The first task was planning programming
possibilities for the future nature reserve at Sylvan Dell. This would include compiling a list of
feasible programs that could be developed on the site, including recreational, educational, and
research-based programs, as well as the particular process of establishing a community garden.
The second major goal was to look into setting up an event for renovating the farmhouse and
other buildings that were acquired with the purchase of the site. This was to be done utilizing
recycled materials found around the Sylvan Dell site and was to be done through a partnership
with the Susquehanna River Heartland Coalition for Environmental Studies. However, after
attempting to contact this organization and not receiving any replies and being sent home from
campus as a result of COVID-19, it became apparent that the goal of setting up this event would
not be feasible for our project timeline.
In addition, during our initial site visit to Sylvan Dell to understand a bit more about the property
and the goals of our community partners, some rather interesting information came up about the
Native American history of the land. It came to our attention that there was a high likelihood of
Native American artifacts present throughout the site, and we were also told a story in which
one of the previous owners had uncovered a Native American canoe on the property and had
sold it off without any attempts to contact the tribes who had originally lived there. This raised
some immediate ethical red flags for our group, and ideas about educational opportunities, and
we decided it would be critical to include this information in our research somewhere.
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After adjusting our original goals for what was initially called the “organizational sustainability”
part of the project, we determined the ultimate goal to be the creation of several documents with
information regarding programming and the Native American historical relevance to the site,
which was split into three major parts. The first part of this project component was the creation
of a guide for educational and recreational programming with information about how to establish
a community garden, relevant recommendations in establishing other possible programs, and
additional information resources for our community partners. The second part of this
programming project component was to create a document compiling a list of several feasible
specific programs that could be designed and implemented at the nature reserve. While the first
part discusses general advice and information for how to go about designing programs, the
second part provides actual names and examples of programs that can be implemented. The
third and final part of this programming project component was the creation of a guide to
recognizing the Native American history of the land, the importance of properly incorporating it
into future programs, and the legal obligations of addressing the probable artifacts still present.
III. Project Component 1: Landscape Mapping
i. GIS Methodology
To complete this section of the project we used a program called ArcMap made by Esri. This
program uses Geographic Information Systems (GIS). GIS is a framework for gathering,
managing, and analyzing data. Rooted in the science of geography, GIS integrates many types
of data. It analyzes spatial location and organizes layers of information into visualizations using
maps (What is GIS?, (n.d.). The first data source that we used came from Lycoming County
GIS, a department of the Planning and Community Development part of the Lycoming County
Government. Their mission statement is, ”To develop, design and implement land records,
mapping products, geographic analysis, and field data collection services to be delivered
efficiently and effectively using state of art technology to serve Lycoming County departments,
citizens and governmental partners at all levels”(GIS Mapping and Data Services, 2019). They
received their information in a Department of Environmental Protection (DEP) report. In 2017,
Andrew Klinger, a water biologist in the DEP, compiled a report that included the list of observed
vegetation, flood storage potential, expansion potential, and soil hydrology data at the Sylvan
Dell site as seen in Appendix B. He also created data for use in GIS outlining the wetland area
and four different types of wetland: open-water, emergent, shrub, scrub, and forested.
Our strategy for digitizing the wetland area in GIS was to use Landsat images along with the
data created by Klinger in the DEP report as reference points. The source of our Landsat
images came from EOS Landviewer (EOS - Spatial Data Analytics, GIS Software, Satellite
Imagery, n.d). The website allows one to search through satellite images that are made
available free for public use from The National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA)
and the European Space Agency (EAS). The site allows one to search images based on date,
satellite, level of cloud cover, sun angle, and image capturing type. However, before searching
for images it was essential to establish which satellite image dates we would choose for the
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project. To show the different ranges in both season and weather pattern we chose a date
during a wet period and one during a dry period over the last year. First, we went to the USGS
database to find the discharge rates of Bald Eagle Creek over the last few years (USGS, n.d.).
Looking at this graph in discharge rates we could see when the wetland would likely have the
highest and lowest levels of inundation. It is essential to look at USGS data, because this
factors in melting snow and runoff that may not be apparent just from looking at weather
patterns. We also looked at Weather Underground, a site that records the weather history for
each day. The records for South Williamsport are listed, including the amount of precipitation in
inches. We identified several dates that would work for dry and wet periods before searching for
images in EOS Landviewer.

Figure 1. USGS data on the discharge rate of Bald Eagle Creek over a two year period.
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Figure 2. Monthly weather data from October 2019 taken from Weather Underground.
In Landviewer we only wanted images from the Sentinel 2B satellite, because it delivers the
highest quality images of any satellite that is offered. The Sentinel 2B was launched in March of
2017 two years before the Sentinel 2A and four years before Landsat 8, which meant it had the
most updated and high tech image capturing technology of any other satellite.1 We also limited
our search settings to images with less than 10 percent cloud coverage, so that none of the site
was blocked off. This made the wetter period more difficult to find, because with wet periods
there is much more cloud coverage. Through this process we decided upon October 28th for the
wetter period date and March 9th for the drier period.

1

Sentinel-2B Successfully Launches Landsat Science. (n.d.). Retrieved April 27, 2020, from
https://landsat.gsfc.nasa.gov/sentinel-2b-successfully-launches/
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Figure 3. EOS Landviewer interface in the satellite image search section. The displayed image
is the natural light image of Sylvan Dell on March 9th.
EOS Landviewer also allows one to modify the index applied to the images. The index is a
combination of spectral bands from red, blue, and green visible light along with thermal,
shortwave, and near infrared band types that can be manipulated to show different types of
objects on the ground. Essentially, objects reflect differing levels of light and combine different
patterns of visible light and infrared waves, allowing us to detect things that we cannot see just
from our own eyes. In this project, I used the Normalized Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI)
and Green Chlorophyll Index (GCI). These provided ways for us to more clearly see the
difference in things in grasses and straws that would separate the farming areas from the
wetlands, because the basis of these combinations(Brecht, 2018). We were also able to more
clearly define the open-water areas from the land area by using these indices. Once we
selected the different indices that we would apply to the images, we downloaded them as TIFF
files, so that their geographical location would be saved along with the images.
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Figure 4.  October 28th image with an NDVI applied to the image. Dark red indicates water or
buildings. Lighter greens and yellows are a spectrum of different vegetation types.

Figure 5. October 28th image using GCI. The range depends on levels of chlorophyll found in
an area, so open water is completely white while forested areas are dark green.
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We used the Bucknell VPN to gain access to ArcMap 10 which is the GIS program that would
allow us to digitize the wetland. We then imported the images we downloaded from EOS
Landviewer as well as the data that was created by the DEP report. Once our reference points
were in the software we could create feature classes for each date where we would edit
polygons for the shape of the wetland. When creating the size for each date, we turned the
natural color, NDVI, and GCI images on and off depending on what provided the best
information for the wetland area we placed vertices marking where the vegetation type was
marked in changes in colors. We did this all around the outside borders of the wetland for both
dates until it was completely filled in.

Figure 6. The red area marks the wetland area from the March 9th image. Each green square
marks a vertex as part of the polygon.
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Figure 7. Imported DEP wetland data after we converted it to a raster file based on wetland
type to more easily see the different types of wetland. Green is emergent, blue is open water,
brown is forested, and purple is shrub-scrub.
Next we wanted to outline the open-water areas, so within the October wetland and the March
wetland classes we began editing another area for wetland type. To do so, I added another field
to the attribute table for habitat type depending on emergent wetland or open water wetland.
When editing each polygon I added this information, so that we could separate the areas in
symbology later. Using mainly the GCI applied image, we were easily able to see where the
open water areas were by the strict contrast of the white areas among the green areas marked
for vegetation.
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Figure 8. October 28th image using GCI to digitize the open-water wetland area shown by the
white outlined
Finally I changed the symbology of each date’s feature class to show the open-water areas in
blue and the emergent areas in green. I then switched to layout view to add a legend describing
this as well as a north arrow and scale to create. I also put the rest of the Sylvan Dell site in the
background as a cleaner image taken from arcGIS online to get a clearer image for the final
product. We also wanted to show how much area each wetland type occupied, so we used the
field calculator to show this.
ii. Limitations
In the GIS section there were many technical issues that made the project difficult to complete.
The main limitation was that the project had to be redesigned to be compatible with remote
learning. The data collected here wasn’t as accurate as one that of a site walk would have been.
There is no use of remote sensing that could compare to the accuracy of an on site walk. One of
the limitations within the remote sensing was that in the middle of using the EOS Landviewer
site the payment structure of the site drastically changed. When we were first using the site one
could view 10 images free per day and use all 15 indexes, but in the first week of April the site
changed so that only one image was available per day with 0 indices possible. In order to carry
on with the project we had to pay $10 per month to see 30 images a month and gain access to
six of the 15 indices. Another limitation that comes from the EOS site is the resolution in pixels
per meter squared. Our payment plan only allowed for the lowest resolution, so when using the
images in GIS the size of the pixel were larger than we would have liked. This made digitizing
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the wetlands less accurate than we would have liked as well. If we wanted to upgrade to better
resolution we would have had to pay $80 per month.
iii. Results of GIS Mapping
The following maps displayed below contain the displayed image of the digitized wetland
area that was produced. The area of open water wetland is slightly larger in the October
image, because of all the rain during that month compared to that period in March where there
wasn’t much rain in the week prior to that image being taken. The resulting wetland area found
from our digitized work is also smaller than the area that DEP mapped, as seen in figure 7.
Brian auman expressed that the former owner of the land, a farmer, had been encroaching on
the wetland area to which is likely to blame for the differences in size between the two that we
see.

Figure 9. October 28th Wetland area digitized based on emergent areas in green and open
water areas in blue against a 2020 basemap layer from ArcGIS online.
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Figure 10. March 9th wetland area digitized based on emergent areas in green and open water
areas in blue against a 2020 basemap layer from ArcGIS online.
IV. Project Component 2: Sylvan Blitz: A Collaborative Educational Opportunity
i. Methodology
The group found BioBlitz case studies, literature on the impact of experiential research and
community-based learning, and multiple guides on organizing a Blitz event. A traditional
one-time event BioBlitz would not satisfy our partner’s vision of having a continuous educational
opportunity at the site. Hence, the group drew inspirations from two main guides: The
Connecticut State Museum of Natural History at the University of Connecticut’s BioBlitz
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manual written by Ellen Censky–the director of the museum– and an article by The Society for
Conserving Biology 8 . The group used these guides to create a Sylvan Dell specific Blitz model
that meets the goals of the project. The Sylvan Blitz would be a continuous repeated event to
ensure covering the entire site , and to document its biodiversity through collaboration of
participants from different institutions. The data collected would be continuous to better
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document and understand the shifts in biodiversity on the site. The group also found two main
studies [9][10] to explain the importance of BioBlitz and its impact on education and outreach.
Conservation strategies have constantly required field-based information. High-quality survey
data is required for conservation practitioners to properly address each case. Multiple
rapid-assessment approaches have been developed since the early 1990s, typically dealing
with large areas, and take months to complete. While these approaches might work in some
cases, they are not appropriate when conservation-relevant survey data are needed for a
specific site (Parker et al., 2018). These methods include Rapid Ecological Assessment, or
REA, which deals with a medium-sized landscape, requires taxonomic experts with strategic
partners, takes weeks to months to complete, and has a high cost depending on the location.
Another method is the Rapid Biological Inventory, or RBI. The RBIA method that deals with
small and medium-sized landscapes, requires taxonomic experts only, and takes a month to
complete with costs that reach $300,000 (Parker et al., 2018). A new trend of rapid
field-assessment has been adopted by scientists, educators, and conservation practitioners:
The BioBlitz. This is a rapid field survey collective effort in which expert volunteers document as
many species as possible in a specific site during a defined period. The BioBlitz is an idea and a
concept that could be shaped to each location and its needs, meaning it i's flexible.
Generally, BioBlitz has three main objectives. The first objective of an expert BioBlitz is to
generate survey data that can be used by conservation practitioners. The second is to enhance
research capacity in locations or on topics that are understudied, especially where there are
gaps in information that impede evidence-based decision making for conservation and natural
resource management. The third is to build working partnerships focused on conservation
concerns. Using the guidelines presented by (Parker et al., (2018) along with
(BioBlitzGuideUCONN.pdf, n.d.), a BioBlitz manual organized for the Sylvan Dell site will help to
achieve those objectives. This can be done by students and professors, where the guidelines
from (BioBlitzGuideUCONN.pdf, n.d) are amended to suit the site appropriately.
Manual Outline
The manual starts by introducing the BioBlitz model and explains the shift in conservation
strategies in recent years. The Sylvan Blitz guide explains the social, economic and
environmental benefits of the BioBlitz approach. Next the guide explains how to organize an
annual event in which scientists, graduate and undergraduate students participate to identify
and list the specimens of plants and animals on the Sylvan Dell site and to measure ecological
health. The Sylvan Blitz manual provides step by step instructions, checklists, and templates to
organize and annually host the Sylvan Blitz event.
When it comes to organizing the collection of baseline data on the Sylvan Dell site, the primary
targets are documenting the species of plants and animals on the Sylvan Dell site, analyzing
water quality on the site, quantizing the percentage of organic matter in the soil, and
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establishing a network of educators as well as students for future research projects on the site.
This manual serves as the main guide to accomplish these targets.
The Sylvan Dell team desires to have an educational setting, in which students can connect with
nature firsthand. The site itself will serve as an educational site that will benefit the public and
gain information from the students, professors, and professional visitors as well. The BioBlitz
model is a great tool for educating the public regarding the biodiversity of the site, and for
exciting children about science in an enthusiastic manner. The event is filled with energy, where
scientists, who rarely get a chance to gather, work together while sharing their passions,
motivating children to explore nature and sciences, and increase the public’s awareness
regarding clean water, fertile soil, and clean air to breathe, which we take for granted.
The BioBlitz will generate for Sylvan Dell a list of species– animals and plants– found on the
site, serving as a first step in managing and conserving the site. The list of species, as well as
the recommendations of the scientists about how to preserve these species and their habitat,
will serve the management of the site by identifying which species need to be controlled,
monitored, or eradicated if invasive, while maintaining a low cost compared to hiring experts to
conduct surveys and writing recommendations.
Traditionally, BioBlitz kicks off on a Friday, participants gather specimens for 24 hours and
continue to count until they are done. However, Sylvan Blitz is not a one-time event. The site
has 220 acres to cover. Counting specimens for 24 hours will not cover the whole site. Thus,
Sylvan Blitz should be held at least once a month for 24 hours in the spring and summer due to
better weather conditions. Sylvan Blitz should start at 5 PM on a Friday and end at 5 PM on
Saturday. The reasons for this:
●
●
●
●

●
●

Weekdays are busy for undergraduate students, professors, and the public.
Precise starting and ending times add a “race against time” aspect to the event.
It causes the event to be more persuasive for its shorter time.
It allows more students, professors, and experts from different universities to participate
in different times, preventing the loss of participating opportunities due to the annual
reputation of the event.
Allows time for recaps and announcing final tally at the end of the 24 hours.
Maintains the night hours for identifying nocturnal animals.

V. Project Component 3: Educational Programming & Native American History Relevance
i. Methodology
The methods utilized for this portion of the project were largely focused around online research.
In order to produce the programming guide, we started out with research on the importance of
nature-based learning and how it provides significant benefits to both individuals and
communities, though with a particular focus on children. The sources found here were largely
found from the Early Childhood Learning & Knowledge Center (ECLKC) as well as several other
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studies of the relationships between outdoor learning and developmental and community
benefits. The next major type of research that was done was finding and reading through past
and current State Outdoor Recreation Plans from the DCNR as well as several other strategic
plans from conservation-oriented organizations to gain their particular insights and
recommendations for program development. In addition, we found and analyzed various
community garden start-up guides and case studies of other community gardens in the Bucknell
and Williamsport areas. From this we also compiled a list of contacts and websites from several
of these local community gardens to provide our community partners with references and
resources for the construction of the actual garden.
In order to compile a list of feasible educational programs, the first step taken was research into
what other existing nature preserves throughout Pennsylvania, such as the Trexler Nature
Preserve, have developed and offered in terms of programming. We found and read through
their program schedules as well as details about what each program offers and for whom. In
addition, we spent a great deal of time looking through the DCNR Conservation Education
Opportunities page, which provided tons of examples of statewide and national programs along
with resources on curriculum development. From these sources we examined each program
and determined which could be relevant to the particular landscapes of Sylvan Dell as well as
which ones could be modified to fit the ecologies present on the site.
The third programming element, the creation of a guide to recognizing Native American history
at the site, was arguably the most difficult of the three in terms of figuring out exactly what
information could be useful and where to find it. We built this section off of the research that had
been done in a previous 411 class for a Sylvan Dell project, which we only came to know about
fairly late in the semester. The previous group’s work provided us with a fairly comprehensive
history of the Native American tribes that lived in the Williamsport area and on the site, as well
as the history of their interactions with colonizing groups.
Next we researched state or federal laws or guidelines that related to sites where there is a
possibility of Native American artifacts and/or history, which was a fairly general place to start.
Eventually, we were able to find a few sources that were of use and of relevance to this
particular project, which included Pennsylvania Title 37 (The Pennsylvania History Code),
Section 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act, and the Secretary of the Interior’s
Standards and Guidelines regarding Archaeology and Historic Preservation. We read through
these and compiled the regulations and standards which we felt were of most relevance to our
community partners.
We looked into sources that could provide us with contacts for tribal leaders, local professors,
and local archaeological researchers that could be of help to our community partners in the
process of figuring out legal obligations. Finding contacts from local universities and institutions
was fairly straightforward, but finding relevant tribal contacts was particularly challenging,
especially because there are currently no state or federally recognized tribes in the state of
Pennsylvania. Through some additional research into the history of the Susquehannock and
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Haudenosaunee (Iroqouis) nations, the ones who were believed to have lived in what is now
Williamsport, and locating a Section 106 Tribal Contacts list from the DCNR, we were able to
determine that the contacts that would most likely be of relevance to our community partners
were from the Onondaga Nation in New York state. Luckily, their own website and the DCNR
contact list had a few names and contact information available.
ii. Results
The results of all of this research came in the form of three distinct documents, each of which
aligns with a particular goal of the Educational Programming & Native American History
Relevance portion of the project. The first document was the Guide for Educational
Programming Implementation at Sylvan Dell, which consists of the following sections:
Description of the Guide, Importance of Nature-Based Learning, Recommendations: Relevant
Factors in Developing Programs, Community Garden, Bibliography, and Appendices. The
second document created was the Educational Programs for Sylvan Dell Spreadsheet,
which breaks all the identified programs up into Category/Topic, Programs, and Description and
Information on each program. The third and final document created was the Informational
Guide: Relationship Between Native American History and Sylvan Dell, which consists of
the following sections: Purposes of the Informational Guide, Brief History of Native Americans at
Sylvan Dell, Possibility of Artifacts on the Site, Relevance to Sylvan Dell Programming, Contact
List, Bibliography, and Appendix.
VI. Projects for the Future of the Site
While a great deal of research was completed regarding the Sylvan Dell site throughout this
project, we have identified some further topics that can be investigated by future groups that
could contribute to the nature reserve even further. Firstly, we think doing extensive research on
the possible grants that can be applied for would be helpful for the Sylvan Dell community
partners, particularly when the implementation of programs is closer to happening. Additionally,
once concrete programs are starting to be developed, we believe that reaching out to possible
community partners and/or schools in the Williamsport area could be a great way to bring
community input in and also gain another source of funding and materials. Related to the ideas
of engaging with people of all generations and ensuring diversity, inclusion & accessibility, a
hugely important type of research that will need to be done is constructing surveys and focus
group/interview questions to be distributed in local communities. Firstly, we think that
surveying the local population will be critical in gaining input from the people who will be
engaging with Sylvan Dell. Furthermore, we would recommend at some point a group going out
and canvassing the Williamsport area and trying to understand the demographic trends of the
community in order to get the best understanding of what programs and recreational
opportunities are of interest and how to disperse information about programs to everyone. If
Sylvan Dell programs are only to be surveyed or advertised in a few places in Williamsport, then
the likelihood that the information will reach all types of people is low. In order to ensure that
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everyone has the ability to access the programs and that the programs are meeting the needs
of everyone, particular care should be taken in whose input is being taken into account.
Another possible aspect of future projects would involve more in-depth analysis of the spatial
area of the site. In our project we used satellite images to mark the wetland area, but much
more accurate data would be possible if a team were to use GPS equipment. The team would
get data that would be able to correct the inaccuracies that are bound to happen when using
remote sensing images. The team would need to take someone with experience in identifying
different types of wetland, so that they could create a map with all four types of wetland as
shown by the DEP.
VII. Conclusions
This project was a huge undertaking and something that truly benefited all of us as students and
as researchers. At the beginning of this project when we were just becoming acquainted with
Sylvan Dell and the goals of our community partners, it was daunting to be faced with such a
massive, decade-long project that holds so much importance to so many people. Working
through the problems we faced along the way and the uncertainty of our roles in the Sylvan Dell
story was such a valuable experience that has taught us invaluable academic, work, and
interpersonal skills that will be taken with us throughout the future. We are so thankful to have
been involved in the process of establishing the nature reserve at Sylvan Dell and loom forward
to seeing what other groups will contribute and how they will expand upon our work in future
years. We are so excited to see what becomes of the Sylvan Dell site and all the wonderful
benefits it will provide to the surrounding communities.
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SYLVAN BLITZ: A Collaborative Educational Opportunity

What Is a BioBlitz?
Conservation strategies have constantly required field-based information. High-quality survey
data is required for conservation practitioners to properly address each case. Multiple rapidassessment approaches have been developed since the early 1990s, typically dealing with large
areas, and take months to complete. While these approaches might work in some cases, they
are not appropriate when conservation-relevant survey data are needed for a specific site
(Parker et al., 2018). These methods include Rapid Ecological Assessment, or REA, which deals
with a medium-sized landscape, requires taxonomic experts with strategic partners, takes weeks
to months to complete, and has a high cost depending on the location. Another method is the
Rapid Biological Inventory, or RBI. A method that deals with small and medium-sized landscapes
require taxonomic experts only, and takes a month to complete with costs that reach $300,000
(Parker et al., 2018). A new trend of rapid field-assessment has been adopted by scientists,
educators, and conservation practitioners: The BioBlitz. A rapid field survey collective effort in
which expert volunteers document as many species as possible in a specific site during a defined
period. The BioBlitz is an idea and a concept that could be shaped to each location and its needs,
meaning its flexible.
Generally, BioBlitz has three main objectives. The first objective of an expert BioBlitz is to
generate survey data that can be used by conservation practitioners. The second is to enhance
research capacity in locations or on topics that are understudied, especially where there are gaps
in information that impede evidence‐based decision making for conservation and natural
resource management. The third is to build working partnerships focused on conservation
concerns. Using the guideline presented by (Parker et al, 2018) along with
(BioBlitzGuideUCONN.pdf, n.d.), a BioBlitz manual organized for the Sylvan Dell site will help to
achieve those objectives. This can be done by students and professors, where the guidelines
from (BioBlitzGuideUCONN.pdf, n.d) are amended to suit the site appropriately.
Overview
When it comes to organizing the collection of baseline data on the Sylvan Dell site, the primary
targets are documenting the species of plants and animals on the Sylvan Dell site, analyzing
water quality on the site, quantizing the percentage of organic matter in the soil, and
establishing a network of educators as well as students for future projects on the site. This
manual serves as the main guide to accomplish these targets.

The Sylvan Dell site desires to have an educational setting, in which students can connect with
nature firsthand. The site itself will serve as an educational site that will benefit the public and
gain information from the students, professors, and professional visitors as well. The BioBlitz
model is a great tool for educating the public regarding the biodiversity of the site, and for
exciting children about science in an enthusiastic manner. The event is filled with energy, where
scientists, who rarely get a chance to gather, work together while sharing their passions,
motivating children to explore nature and sciences, and increase the public’s awareness
regarding clean water, fertile soil, and clean air to breathe, which we take for granted.
For the site, the BioBlitz will generate a list of species– animals and plants– found on the site,
serving as a first step in managing and conserving the site. The list of species as well as the
recommendation of the scientists will serve the management of the site by identifying which
species need to be controlled, monitored, or eradicated if invasive, while maintaining a low cost
compared to hiring experts to conduct surveys and writing a recommendation.
Traditionally, BioBlitz kicks off on a Friday, participants gather specimens for 24 hours and
continue to count until they are done. However, Sylvan Blitz is not a one-time event. The site has
220 acres to cover. Counting specimens for 24 hours will not cover the whole site. Thus, Sylvan
Blitz should be held at least once a month for 24 hours in the spring and summer due to better
weather conditions. Sylvan Blitz should start at 5 PM on a Friday and end at 5 PM on Saturday.
The reasons for this:
•
•
•
•

•
•

Weekdays are busy for undergraduate students, professors, and the public.
Precise starting and ending times add a “race against time” aspect to the event.
It causes the event to be more persuasive for its shorter time.
It allows more students, professors, and experts from different universities to participate
in different times, preventing the loss of participating opportunities due to the annual
reputation of the event.
Allows time for recaps and announcing final tally at the end of the 24 hours.
Maintains the night hours for identifying nocturnal animals.

How to organize Sylvan Blitz:
Recruiting participants:
The Sylvan Blitz does not exist without its participants. They are a key component of conducting
a successful rapid field-assessment. The main component in recruiting participants is diversifying
the expertise. This is essential to gather better and more concise data. Diversifying the
disciplines of participants will lead to a larger tally. The participants should mainly be graduate
and undergraduate students for the event to be educational, but professors are crucially needed
as they have more expertise, where confidence in identifying species correctly and quickly is
crucial for the event due to the 24-hour time constraint. Trust and respect are important in a
Blitz event. When a surveyor claims they saw a specific species, it is important to trust that
surveyor. For this reason, assigning team leaders to assemble teams is helpful. Rather than the
management picking each participant, assigning team leaders from the perspective universities
to select reliable participants makes the process easier. For Sylvan Blitz, the team leaders should
be professors from the universities invited for the event.
Team leaders’ responsibilities:
1) Gather a team of experts to participate in Sylvan Blitz. The team leaders select the
undergraduate and graduate students from their perspective institutions to be on their
team. The selected participants show be of quality as it is essential to maintain a higher
confidence in identifying species.
2) Set the strategy for their perspective teams and determine the role of each team
member. For example, dividing team members to take a specific task, such as who
records plants’ species, who records animals, who keeps the tally etc.
Keep in mind that participants’ main objective is to tally how many species they have
found, and not putting a name on each species. That would be the responsibility of the
expert in the group. This is why professors are crucial as they have more expertise in
determining what the species is, even if they don’t have a specific name for it.
3) Communicate with their teams at all times and aspects. They communicate logistics to
their team such as:
a. Location address.
b. Arrival time.
c. Materials needed.
d. Appropriate attire.
Note: This information should be sent to team leaders by the Blitz organizers to team leaders via
email.

SITE Preparation:
•

Base Camp:
o An area accessible by the public and by the participants. Since there are no
buildings or pavilions on the site, organizers should choose an area large enough
to set up tents for scientific and educational activities.
o Ideally would have access to an electrical supply for lights, laptops, and a
coffeepot for the participants.
o Equipped with tables, and chairs for rest.
o Internet connection.

Materials Needed:
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
•

Electricity: There is electricity in the base camp.
Mifi Device: This is to ensure participants internet connection on the site.
Can be rented from Bucknell Library through professors.
Microphones
Speakers
Microscopes: Each institution can bring its own.
Tents: Set up in locations for participants in the field.
Tables: permanently set in base camp.
Chairs: permanently set in base camp.
Tally Boards: permanently set in base camp for public to keep up with tally.
Duct Tape
Cups
Napkins
Coffeepots

Educational Activities:
o End of tally presentations by participants for the public. This should be
encouraged as much as possible as it acts as a great gate into science and
biodiversity for visitors. This could motivate children to learn more about science
and raise public awareness regarding biodiversity.
o Scientific Programs can be planned to enhance the experience. These programs
can be as simple as holding lectures about what biodiversity is, and why it is
important. Organizers can invite organizations, nature centers, college green
clubs, and experts to provide activities.
o Holding science college lab sessions on the site for the universities invited. This
could be for biology labs, environmental studies and science classes, and geology
labs.

Templates:
Species Tally Sheets:
Plant Species Name

Present / Absent

Good / Bad

Notes

Stinging Nettle (Urtica
dioica)
Common Cattail
(Typha latifolia)

Water Plantain
(Alisma)
Silky Dogwood
(Cornus amomum)
Buttonbush
(Cephalanthus
occidentalis)
Tree of Heaven
(Ailanthus altissima)

Pickerelweed
(Pontederia cordata)
Water Smartweed
(Persicaria
amphibium)
Green arrow arum
(Peltandra virginica)
Table 1.1: A template tally sheet used to identify plant species at the Sylvan Dell site.

Animal Species
Name
Phyrganeid Caddisfly
larvae

Present / Absent

Good / Bad

Notes

Red Winged
Blackbird (Agelaius
phoeniceus)

Green Frog Tadpole
(Lithobates
clamitans)

Young Northern
Brown Snake
(Storeria dekayi)

Table 1.2: A template tally sheet used to identify animal species at the Sylvan Dell site.

Water Quality Template Tables:

Water Temperature (Celsius)
pH
Dissolved Oxygen (mg/L)
Alkalinity (mg CaCO3/L)
Turbidity (NTU)
Table 1.3: Template table used to test water quality at the Sylvan Dell site.

Chemical

Units

Chloride
(Cl)

Sulfate
(SO4)

Sodium
(Na)

Potassium
(Na)

Calcium
(Ca)

Mg

NH4-N

SRP

mg/L,
ppm

mg/L,
ppm

mg/L, ppm

mg/L,
ppm

mg/L, ppm

mg/L,
ppm

ug/L,
ppm

ug/L, ppb

Location #1
Location #2
Table 1.4: Template table used to identify chemicals in water at the Sylvan Dell site.
Note:

o
o
o

Cl, SO4, and Na Indication of human activity.
Mg & Ca Limestone geology indication.
SRPs Chemicals added to fertilizers.

Appendix B
Wetland Assessment – September 2017
Prepared by: Andrew Klinger, Water Pollution Biologist 3, Department of Environmental
Protection, Bureau of District Oil & Gas Operations, Eastern Oil and Gas District
Wetland Resources
The Sylvan Dell Preserve contains approximately 32 acres of Palustrine wetlands within the
parcel boundaries, the main body of which is part of a larger system of approximately 107 acres.
This larger wetland system is a backwater swamp with a constricted outlet and is located on the
valley floor adjacent to the West Branch of the Susquehanna River. The system is supported by
hydrology from several reliable sources, including toe-slope groundwater discharge and surface
water contributions from four unnamed tributaries draining the Bald Eagle Ridge. The system is
also subject to seasonal flooding from the West Branch. Subsurface portions of the property in
both wetland and upland areas also likely serve as a hyporheic zone connected to the West
Branch.

The wetlands on site are mostly classified as Palustrine Emergent (PEM) Wetlands (64.6% of
on-site wetlands), with some minor components of Palustrine Scrub-Shrub (PSS) and Palustrine
Forested (PFO) habitats. Approximately 7.2 acres of the backwater swamp would be classified

as permanently inundated, Palustrine unconsolidated bottom/aquatic bed (PUB/PAB) habitat,
which currently supports aquatic life, including fish, and serves as habitat for waterfowl.
Observed hydrophytic vegetation in these wetlands included Red Maple (Acer rubrum), Silver
Maple (Acer saccharinum), Speckled Alder (Alnus incana), River Birch (Betula nigra), Gray
Dogwood (Cornus racemosa), Flat-Top Goldentop (Euthamia graminifolia), Sweet-Scented JoePye Weed (Eutrochium purpureum), Spotted Touch-Me-Not (Impatiens capensis), Rice Cut
Grass (Leersia oryzoides), Sensitive Fern (Onoclea sensibilis), Cinnamon Fern (Osmunda
cinnamomeum), Mild Water-Pepper (Persicaria hydropiper), Arrowleaf Tearthumb (Persicaria
sagittata), Reed Canary Grass (Phalaris arundinacea), Arum-leaf Arrowhead (Sagittaria
cuneata), Black Willow (Salix nigra), Cottongrass Bulrush (Scirpus cyperinus), Narrowleaf
Cattail (Typha angustifolia), Broadleaf Cattail (Typha latifolia), and New York Ironweed (Veronia
noveboracensis).
Wetland Acreage and Types
Wetland Type Sylvan Dell Preserve Total Contiguous Acres
Acres Percent of Property
Palustrine emergent (PEM) 31.6 14.0% 76.3
Palustrine scrub-shrub (PSS) 4.8
2.1% 7.1
Palustrine forested (PFO)
5.4
2.4% 14.9
Palustrine unconsolidated bottom/aquatic bed (PUB/PAB) 7.2
Wetland Area Total 48.9 21.7% 107.2
Non-Wetland Area
176.3 78.3% --Riparian
25.5 11.3% --Total Acres 225.2 100% ---

3.2% 8.9

Wetland Restoration/Enhancement Potential
Much of the Sylvan Dell Preserve property has be manipulated for agricultural use. Tile drains
are likely present, given the amount of hydrology seen today relative to the degree that
hydrology signatures are less obvious or absent in the September and November 1938 aerials.
In recent years and today, the drier areas of the property have been in corn and soybean
production. There are several patches of stunted growth in these crop fields, observed today
and evident across several years of aerial imagery, indicating excessive soil moisture. In some
cases, these patches were absent of crops due to inundation. The below figure is an aerial
image from summer 2015 and it illustrates some of these areas of stunted crops (A: healthy
soybeans; B: stunted, yellowing soybeans; C: healthy corn; D: stunted corn).

Hydrology is the driving force behind the biogeochemical processes in wetlands. Hydrology is
therefore the limiting factor in wetland creation/restoration. Clearly, there is ample hydrology
present to greatly expand wetland resources on Sylvan Dell Preserve property. The main body
of wetlands is excessively saturated and this hydrology could be spread into adjacent areas.
Additionally, the ongoing topsoil stripping operation has revealed shallow groundwater that is
now ponding in the low-lying areas within and adjacent to the stripping operation. With some
minor regrading throughout the Sylvan Dell Preserve property, it likely that historical wetlands
could be re-established and new wetland areas created.
The topsoil on the property is rich in organic material and very deep, being alluvial deposits from
the adjacent river system. This is a bonus to the project, as soil augmentation may not be
necessary to support new plantings.
Since there are approximately 32 acres of emergent wetlands on site, the enhancement
potential for the Sylvan Dell Preserve property is also enormous. Native hydrophytic shrub and
tree species could be planted in clumps throughout the system. This would not only enhance
diversity and increase biochemical and ecological functions, but would also be an opportunity to
help control the spread of invasive plant species on site. Currently, there are large patches of
non-native narrow-leaf cattail and reed canary grass present on site. Removal of non-native
emergent vegetation when followed up with dense native shrub plantings targeted for these
areas could outcompete these species and preclude their reintroduction.

Enhanced Flood Storage Potential
The figure below shows the Sylvan Dell Preserve boundaries in white outline. Also shown are
the LIDAR contours, which have been enhanced to highlight local topographic relief. The
contour lines are color-coded with a rainbow gradient to create an elevation heat map, where
red and orange represent the lowest lying elevations, while green and blue indicate higher
elevations.

Per LIDAR contours, the normal water surface elevation of the West Branch at the low end of
the property is 496 feet (A). Sylvan Dell Road, which occasionally floods, sits at an elevation of
504 feet at its lowest point (B). The little league fields to the west of the project (C) sit at an
elevation of 512 feet. The railroad tracks vary from 518 to 522 feet of elevation across the
property (D). The banks of the watercourse serving as the constricted outlet to the backwater
swamp (E), however sit at an approximate elevation of 500 feet, allowing the river to back up
into the backwater swamp during high water events. At the high end of the backwater swamp
(F), the elevation that approximately corresponds with the wetland boundary is 508 feet. The
property could be lowered and recontoured in various places, so that during flooding events,
there would be more overall surface area for flood storage and retention.
While wetland re-establishment and creation is being targeted with the regrading efforts, a
strategically planned design that incorporates a highly dendritic pattern of recontouring would

also function to increase flood storage potential on the property, even in areas slated to remain
as upland habitat. Seasonally flooded uplands would also help to enhance the overall
ecological functions of the property, by serving as transitional habitats between wetlands and
uplands.
Water Quality Benefits
Gains produced by increasing flood storage and retention include decreased velocities in the
river, as energy is dissipated into the backwater swamp and into low areas created on the
property. This could mitigate the effects of flooding in downstream locations and result in
decreased erosion and sedimentation.
Additional water quality benefits will instantly be realized just by taking the property out of crop
production, because the land would no longer have pesticides or fertilizers applied to it.
The water quality benefits of wetlands are well documented. Once additional wetlands are
established on site, water quality-related functions will be greatly increased. These water quality
functions include erosion control, sediment retention, salinity distribution and nutrient removal.
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Description of the Guide
The purpose of this guide is to provide an extensive summary of the research gathered
regarding the role of outdoor, environmental programming at Sylvan Dell. As the site has only
recently been purchased and there is a great deal of work to be done, this guide will provide
much of the necessary information and background for implementing programming once that
time has arrived. The main focuses will be on the role of nature-based learning and the benefits
it can provide, various recommendations and considerations that have been accumulated from
case studies and other nature preserves, and information on how to start organizing community
gardens as a particularly important program that will hopefully occur on the future site. The
guide is also connected to the spreadsheet of possible programs that can be implemented at
Sylvan Dell in the future, as the recommendations and information provided in this guide are of
critical importance in the development of any of those programs. The appendices in the guide
will also provide a great deal of supplementary information, resources, and tools to use in
planning and conducting the programs. This guide will provide the next group of individuals who
are working on programming development with a helpful foundation of information upon which a
great deal more research can be done (as is outlined in the Fieldwork Report and the eventual
Project Report).
Importance of Nature-Based Learning
In order to understand the purpose for and necessity of implementing programming at Sylvan
Dell down the road, it is first a critical step to understand why outdoor environmental education
is such an important resource for learning, particularly for children and young adults. The
research has outlined a variety of reasons for why nature-based learning and interaction with
nature can be a critical tool in educating young minds, shaping development, and preparing
children better for school. Some examples of these benefits include improving individuals’
abilities to concentrate on particular tasks and development of motor skills (ECKLC). The
combination of educational spaces with outdoor, natural spaces has been shown in many cases
have been shown to leave important sensory imprints of smell, sound, texture, color, and taste
that would not otherwise be learned (Nimmo & Hallett). Furthermore, outdoor and garden play
can provide a place for children to simply be and explore their own imaginative capacities
through drama and fantasy. It provides the opportunity to engage senses in ways that are
different from classroom or indoor-oriented learning and through these different experiences
expand their conceptions of the world both in and out of their imagination (Nimmo & Hallett).
Another critical component of outdoor education is that fact that it provides safe conditions for
children to engage in small risk-taking behaviors, such as interacting with various organisms,
that peak curiosity, lead to development of autonomy, and provide learning that cannot be
achieved in the confines of the classroom.
In addition to individualized learning and development that occurs in outdoor setting, naturebased learning can contribute significantly to individuals’ development of social understanding in
a variety of ways. For example, gardens and outdoor spaces can provide opportunities for
children who maybe feel out of place or uncomfortable in formal educational settings the ability
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to engage with learning tools and peers in different forms (Nimmo & Hallett). In addition, outdoor
settings provide a place in which both adults and children are able to engage with other
individuals that may not be in their typical circles, be that friends, family, or coworkers. There
are several benefits to the ability or natural learning to bring together new people. Firstly, there
are many possible benefits to children being able to interact with adults other than their parents
and educators in safe, protected environments. The ability to learn and interact with nature
alongside other older mentors who are passionate and knowledgeable about natural systems
can supply many opportunities to learn new things and hear perspectives and experiences that
they may not otherwise be able to have. Children may not have as much knowledge about
topics such as sustainability, conservation, and biodiversity, but through outdoor learning with
passionate adults they are able to gain these appreciations early on. A sustainable future
depends on the education and engagement of the young generations, and through increasing
outdoor learning this goal can be achieved (Western Pennsylvania Conservancy). This type of
learning is also reciprocal, meaning it has benefits for the adults who are teaching and guiding
as well. Children are often looked and talked down to as people because of their young age and
lack of life experience, but children’s play and their ideas have more value than they are given
credit for. By working alongside children and young adults who are not in their families, adults
can gain a greater respect for children and their consciousness, and give greater though to the
rights and autonomy of children (Nimmo & Hallett). The second major benefit of interaction with
new and different people in outdoor spaces is how it helps contribute to children’s learning
about human diversity and different perspectives and/or life experiences. The best way to build
traits like empathy and understanding is through hearing from and talking to individuals of
backgrounds different from one’s own, and the opportunity for people of diverse backgrounds to
meet and collaborate in outdoor spaces and programs is a highly valuable one. For example,
working in community garden with other individuals can bring about conversation about food
access and insecurity that some people may never have experienced or thought about on a
deep level. These types of interactions and connections with people can help to internalize
social knowledge and foster positive action. Confronting the complex contentions between
sustainability and equity can help foster the development of moral dispositions of care, which
make for stronger communities and healthy relationships throughout life.
Recommendations: Relevant Factors in Developing Programs
General
To start out the Recommendations section of the guide, there are a few general insights gained
from various research studies and other nature preserves that will be helpful to keep in mind.
One of the most fundamental things to keep in mind when planning programming for Sylvan Dell
is to adapt programs, regardless of the type (see Program for Sylvan Dell spreadsheet), based
on the specific ecosystems and organisms present on the site (Lehigh County). Sylvan Dell is a
very special place given its history of conventional agriculture and the legacy of Robert Porter
Allen, and these unique attributes will enhance the learning that can be achieved through
educational, scientific, and recreational engagements. Tailoring programs to the attributes of the
site, such as the presence of the beavers and dams, the wetland ecosystem, the geology of the
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nearby ridge, and the histories of farming and Native American tribes will provide those who
come to the sight with more tangible understandings of conservation and sustainability. On a
more organizational note, the programming plans of other nature preserves in Pennsylvania,
such as the Trexler Nature Preserve, suggest that the frequency of activities and programs is to
some degree dependent on the time of year and seasonal changes. The majority of activities,
unsurprisingly, should occur between the months of June-August, with May, September, and
October also having a fairly high frequency of events. However, as will be discussed in the
Diversity, Inclusion & Accessibility section, there are also other considerations to be taken into
account when determining when to hold programs.
Another recommendation that arose from the research is that in order to stay true to the goals of
the site and maintain consistency, it is an important step in strategic planning to outline a
specific mission statement and accompanying core values for what exactly is to be gained out
the programs that are run. This can come in several different forms. On one hand, it is important
for the leadership of the nature preserve to establish core values for those who will be designing
and running each particular program, such as partnership as a key to success, integrity,
accountability, openness, and results-driven work (Western Pennsylvania Conservancy). In
another sense, it is important to identify and outline the desired outcomes of the programs for
both the community and those who participate in them. From the information available now, it is
clear that Sylvan Dell has particular long-term goals that are steering the direction of the project,
such as connecting the Williamsport area to the natural spaces in and around Sylvan Dell.
Keeping these in mind throughout the process will help maintain continuity and the achievement
of these goals and long-term regional impact.
Engaging with People of Different Ages
A second major theme that arose out of the various recommendations for program
implementation was the idea that there are different ways to engage with people of different
ages in terms of programs. In order to have the greatest impact on the surrounding community,
the programs that are held must appeal to every age range, as outdoor engagement, recreation,
and education are critical for people of all ages. In order to engage every generation, particular
care must be taken to expand the programming list to include a variety of interests and dynamic
communication is critical to ensure that the knowledge of the programs is actually reaching
every age (Western Pennsylvania Conservancy). In other words, multi-faceted marketing and
distribution of information will be absolutely necessary if this goal is to be achieved.
Specializing programs for different generational interests is extremely important, but it is also
important to recognize the vast differences between children of all ages. Because development
occurs so rapidly in younger years, the programming tailored towards children will have to be
highly diversified as well. From the research, it seems that generally children’s activities and
educational programs are divided between pre-K ages (5 and under), ages ~6-8, ages ~8-11,
and 12 and older. Some nature preserves and research studies also show programs being
restricted to high school aged children only, but that is largely dependent on the content of the
activities. Programs that are more educational and/or research-oriented are more divided simply
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because of knowledge gaps that may exist, whereas recreational and work-oriented programs
are less divided. Children under the age of 8 are typically more engaged with programs that are
centered around structured play, art projects, reading, math connections, and general ecological
concepts, while children who are older are more engaged with programs that involve gaining
recreational skills, data collection, analysis, conducting special projects, and more complex
ecological concepts (DCNR). Another helpful recommendation discovered throughout the
research process was the idea of providing places for children to simply sit outside and be
engaged with nature while reading or thinking. More specifically, creating naturally-immersed
seating areas utilizing materials such as tree logs, log benches, or stone seats can be excellent
places to allow children to sit and explore on their own, or to hold programs and educational
sessions (ECLKC).
Diversity, Inclusion & Accessibility
The third major theme that is critical for programming implementation is to include concerns
about whether or not the programs and general structure of the nature reserve are set up in a
way that is as inclusive as possible for all community members. One major recommendation in
this aspect is to have as many programs as possible be free to the public (Lehigh County).
Obviously funding for programs will be a concern, but requiring payment for access to programs
discriminates against people of lower socioeconomic status and prohibits their ability to enjoy
and learn about nature. Pennsylvania Recreation Plans provide several other recommendations
for providing opportunities for everyone to access outdoor spaces, such as improving park
access for cultural events, improving marketing and messaging to reflect the diversity of outdoor
recreation participants, and improving ADA accessibility in the trails and activities that are
offered (DCNR). Furthermore, it is important to examine any displays in the reserve for cultural
inconsistencies and biases. Another consideration to take into account is related to the varying
ages of participants in programs. Some children cannot afford to partake in non-free programs,
while others may need somewhere to go after school because their parent(s) work. There are a
multitude of situations that people live with that may restrict their ability to engage in programs,
so a good way to combat this is to offer many different schedules of programs for younger
individuals. Holding multi-day summer camps, single-day summer camps, home-school summer
programs, single-day camps throughout the year, and after-school programs would be a great
was to combat this problem (DCNR).
Something incredibly important in being able to achieve inclusivity and accessibility in the future
reserve is to incorporate community members in the planning, execution, and running of
programs. Not only including people who that reserve will impact, but also making sure that
those included in this process are from multiple backgrounds within the community and that they
are able to represent a diversity of perspectives on how the programs are run (Western
Pennsylvania Conservancy). The ultimate goal of Sylvan Dell should be to provide a safe and
engaging place for people in the Williamsport area to learn about and spend time in nature. If
this is only true for a small segment of the population, then that goal has not been achieved. A
way to go about gaining multiple perspectives would be to create and send out surveys or
conduct focus groups when programming development is beginning that are designed to reach
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as many members of the community as possible. This does not mean to tokenize the responses
and identities of people who participate, but to make sure that the insights gained are not all
coming from the same groups of people.
Community Garden
Community Garden
Lewisburg Community Garden
Ogren Alley, Lewisburg, PA
17837

Contact Information
Jen Schneidman Partica, garden coordinator
jsp030@bucknell.edu
570-577-2212

Bucknell University Farm

Jen Schneidman Partica, farm coordinator
jsp030@bucknell.edu
570-577-2212

https://lewisburgcommunitygarden.blogs.bucknell.edu/
https://www.facebook.com/lewisburggarden/

https://www.bucknell.edu/lifebucknell/sustainability/bucknell-farm
https://www.facebook.com/pages/category/Farm/BucknellUniversity-Farm-234761477245517/
East Snyder Community Garden
971 University Ave, Selinsgrove,
PA 17870

(570) 374-1525
escgpa@gmail.com
https://escg.shutterfly.com/

Union County Community
Garden
480 Hafer Rd, Lewisburg, PA
17837

(570) 524-3894

https://www.unioncountypa.org/departments/communitygarden/community-garden/page.aspx?id=1596

Included here is a list of comprehensive guides for establishing a community garden that will be
of use when beginning to implement a garden on the Sylvan Dell property:

https://www.extension.iastate.edu/blackhawk/sites/www.extension.iastate.edu/files/blackhawk/c
ommunity_garden_start-up_guide.pdf
http://celosangeles.ucdavis.edu/files/97080.pdf
https://anrcatalog.ucanr.edu/pdf/8499.pdf
https://search-proquestcom.ezproxy.bucknell.edu/docview/1668227157/abstract/4A0DD5E467694135PQ/1
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A note to educators
Climate change is a complex topic that can gibe intimda tin t o teach. However, understanding climate, including the
ways it is changing and how that impacts the environment, is crucial to making informed decisions and building resilience. Environmental educatio
n
is not isol a ted to water, forests or animals. It connects everything.
The resources listed in this document are meant to help you teach about climate change in a holisticw ay. They will
provide your students with engaging
n educatioal e xperiences that will help them understand climate resiliencesfor
communitie and the en vironment.
As leaders in environmental educatio
n
, Pr oject Learning Tree, Project WET, and Project WILD provide ihands-on
activties tha t match each of our respective area of expertis
e
. E ach lesson is aistand-alone activty and c an be taught
modularly. We encourage you to form aslesson plan that fit in wi th y our teaching plans, using lessons from all three
of our organizatio
n s t o teach about the impacts of climate change on water, forests and animals. We hope these
lessons will inspire you and your students to develop innovative
n
solutios t o address challenges that are arising as a
result of climate change.
We invite you to learn more about our organizatio
n s and the uni que cl im
a te changes initiatives we are working gon by
visitin our w ebsites:

Project WET
www.projectwet.org
www.projectwet.org/climate

Project Learning Tree
www.plt.org/
www.plt.org/news/teaching-climate-change/

Project WILD
www.projectwild.org
https://www.fis
h
wildlife.org/afwa-inspires/project-wild/wildlife-climate
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Toddlers and Twos: The play space provides opportunities for turning, swinging, swaying, squatting,
standing on tiptoe, stretching, bending, balancing, reaching, wiggling, twisting, turning, jumping off,
getting in and out. The play space includes several of the following: Swings; low ramp; walking
path; balance beam; rope ladder; stairs/steps; hopscotch tiles; tent; or other features that support
toddlers’ and twos’ emerging balancing skills.
3) Manipulative and Object Control Skills
Infants: The play space provides opportunities for reaching, grasping, throwing, splashing, and
releasing. The play space includes several of the following: Manipulatives/toys of different weights,
textures, sizes, colors, and shapes; balls of varying sizes; small containers for water; or other
materials that support infants’ gross motor and manipulative skills.

1 2 3 4 5

Toddlers and Twos: The play space provides opportunities for throwing, underhand tossing, striking
with body and with implements, pushing, catching, kicking, rolling, carrying, collecting, pedaling,
transferring objects, making movement in a variety of directions/speed/levels. The play space
includes several of the following: Bean bags; scarves; pine cones; tires/wheels; balls of various sizes;
bats; buckets and containers; tricycles and pedal toys; or other push toys and materials that
support toddlers’ and twos’ manipulative and object control skills.
4) Fine Motor, Strength and Coordination Skills
Infants: The play space provides opportunities for picking up, grasping, batting/swiping, releasing,
banging, moving objects about. The play space includes several of the following: Natural loose parts
(pine cones, leaves, sticks, etc.); musical toys; blocks; balls of various sizes; or other manipulatives,
toys, or materials that support infants’ emerging fine motor, strength, and coordination skills.

1 2 3 4 5

Toddlers and Twos: The play space provides opportunities for drawing, painting, cutting,
opening/closing, weaving, latching, locking/unlocking. The play space includes several of the
following: Fence or grid for weaving; mail boxes; containers with lids; latches; gates; large keys and
locks; crayons; paint brushes; scissors; spray bottles; musical instruments/toys; or other materials
and features that support toddlers’ and twos’ emerging fine motor, strength, and coordination
skills.
F. FLEXIBILITY AND INDIVIDUALIZATION.
CRITERIA:
1) The play space provides features that allow for adaptations, scaffolding, and learning and
development activities that meet the changing, individualized needs of all children, including
children with disabilities and special needs (e.g., wheelchair access, raised sand table, tricycle
without pedals, both flat and varied walking surfaces, etc.).

1 2 3 4 5

2) The play space changes and evolves over time to reflect children’s needs and their created
© Head Start Body Start, 2012. Reprinted with permission from Head Start Body Start National Center for Physical Development and Outdoor Play, www.headstartbodystart.org.
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Informational Guide: Relationship Between Native American
History and Sylvan Dell
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Purpose of the Informational Guide
This guide was not originally included in our plans for this project or the ideas we had
about program development. However, after some conversations with our community
partners and a visit to the Sylvan Dell site, we became aware that there had been
Native American artifacts previously discovered on the site and that it is very likely that
there are more still there. We were unable to let this information slip through the cracks
of our project, and after some discussion with Professor Wooden we found a way to
incorporate this history and the meaning behind it into our research and hopefully into
the future of Sylvan Dell. Ultimately, the purpose of this informational guide is to provide
our community partners with some context of the Native American history of the site and
to emphasize why it is so critically important to recognize. This guide provides a brief
history of the Native American groups that lived on the land and what happened, some
details about the legal obligations of a site in which there may be Native American
artifacts, how and why this history should be included in programming planning, a list of
potentially helpful contacts, and some additional resources in the appendix.
Brief History of Native Americans at Sylvan Dell
This portion of the guide was compiled from a combination of the research done by the
previous group that worked on a Sylvan Dell project and from an email received from
Jim Dunn. While the community partners already have this information, it is important
for this guide to provide a brief overview of the history of Native Americans at the Sylvan
Dell site and in the Williamsport area in order to put the following sections into some
context. The tribes that lived on the land that is now Sylvan Dell were the
Susquehannock and the Iroquois. From 1600-1675 the Indian Wars took place in this
area between the Susquehannock and the Iroquois, and in 1675 the Susquehannock
were defeated and forced to relocate to the Mississippi area while the Iroquois took over
most of the land. From this period to the late 1700s there was a great deal of conflict
between the Iroquois and European colonizers over issue of trade and occupation, and
ultimately the land came under European control. In 1768, land was given to soldiers
that fought in the French and Indian War as a way to pay for their service, effectively
giving away the land that was stolen from the Iroquois. The land that is now known as
the Sylvan Dell property eventually came into the possession of both Isaac Allen
(Western area) and George Porter (Eastern area), which brings us to the present day of
the site. The history of Sylvan Dell, like all of the United States, is deeply embedded in
the stealing of lands and colonial legacies.
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Possibility of Artifacts on the Site
Although there are no federally or state recognized tribes currently within the State of
Pennsylvania, we were able to identify some legislature and standards that may be
relevant to the possible artifacts on the Sylvan Dell site (National Conference of State
Legislatures). The first is known as Section 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act
which is concerned with federal undertakings, meaning any project, activity, or program
that is funded, approved, permitted, or licensed by the federal government. This
includes projects that take place either on or off of federally-owned property. Essentially,
Section 106 requires federal agencies to take into account the impacts of their
undertakings on historic preservation and to consult with the Advisory Council on
Historic Preservation. It also requires consultation with several other actors: Tribal
Historic Preservation Offices, Indian Tribes, and Native Hawaiian Organizations
(Advisory Council on Historic Preservation). It is required that these consultations occur
if it is believed that there are artifacts, records, or religious or cultural significance for the
historic property to the Tribes or NHOs (National Park Service). In the appendix you will
see a flow chart that will be helpful in determining Section 106 compliance.
The second major piece of legislation that is important to include here is Title 37 of the
Pennsylvania History Code. In particular, the relevant aspects of this regulation regards
the specific powers and duties of the Pennsylvania Historical and Museum Commission,
which generally are to protect the historically and culturally significant relics for the
state. Particularly, they have the power to examine, research, and/or excavate areas
with cultural material remains of Native American groups. This title gives the
commission the power to oversee such archaeological investigations, although they are
also able to collaborate with other experts and historical/archaeological societies.
A final major document that is relevant to the Sylvan Dell site is the Secretary of the
Interior’s Standards and Guidelines on Archaeology and Historic Preservation. The
purpose of these standards are to organize information about preservation activities,
describe results to be achieved in the planning for the identification, evaluation,
registration, and treatment of historic properties, and to integrate different bodies
working on preservation systematically in order to preserve cultural heritage (Nation
Park Service). While this document is not regulatory, it does provide some guidelines
that are highly relevant to Sylvan Dell and should be utilized if/when archaeological
research is to be conducted:
https://www.nps.gov/history/local-law/arch_stnds_0.htm
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Relevance to Sylvan Dell Programming
Ultimately, the most important takeaway from this informational guide is the absolute
necessity of engaging with the Native American history of Sylvan Dell in the right way.
While it is easier to pretend the previously found artifact and the possible other do not
exist and continue ahead with plans for the reserve as-is, it would be a grave injustice to
the Susquehannock and Iroquois tribes that once lived on this land and their
descendants now. The history of all United States land is one of robbery, racism, and
colonial conquest that cannot be erased. However, to continue the cycle of colonization
by deliberately ignoring the artifacts that remain is no better. Therefore, it is crucial to
approach this issue directly, by ensuring compliance with state and federal regulations
and conducting an archaeological study of the Sylvan Dell site. In addition, it is equallyif-not-more important to include actual tribal leaders and representatives in this process.
Their wishes and needs should be at the forefront of this type of endeavor.
While the colonial history cannot be erased, what can be done is take the history and
the stories of what happening in Williamsport and in Sylvan Dell and utilize them as an
educational opportunity in programs. What is not meant here is to take a diluted and
easy-to-swallow history of the Susquehannock and the Iroquois like so many are taught
in schools, but to actually do the work to provide programs that teach about what has
happened in order to show the evils of European colonization. This involves the input
and guidance of the tribes themselves in the design and implementation, if they choose
to have involvement, and taking the time to really convey the truth.
Contact List
Onondaga Nation Contacts

Local Professor Contacts

Sidney Hill, Chief
Dyohdihwasne’ha - Administration Building
4040 Route 11
Nedrow, NY 13120
(315) 469-0302
Fax: 315.469.4717
admin@onondaganation.org

Timothy Baylor
Professor of Sociology at Lock Haven
University
Research in Native American Studies &
Native American Activism
(570) 484-2333
tbaylor@lockhaven.edu

Tony Gonyea, Faithkeeper
Section 106 [paper submissions]
Dyohdihwasne’ha - Administration Building
4040 Route 11
Nedrow, NY 13120
(315) 469-0302

Katherine Faull
Professor of German and Comparative
Studies at Bucknell University
Research in Native American Studies
katherine.faull@bucknell.edu
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Margaret Bruchac
Assistant Professor of Anthropology and
Coordinator of Native American and
Indigenous Studies at University of
Pennsylvania
Research in Indigenous archaeologies and
cultural heritage
(215) 898-6989
mbruchac@sas.upenn.edu
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